Freshmen Present Novel Semi-Formal Dinner

Callagamation Committee Presents Report To Joint Stu-G, Stu-C Meeting For Discussion

Frosh Debaters Engage in Dartmouth Tourney

Dabters Attend West Point Tourney To Take Part in National Finals

Students for a Constitutional Chlange And Plans Selection of New Members

Jordian-Ramsell Appoints Constitutional Changes And Plan Selection of New Members

1. In the Freshman dining room, the freshmen have members of the committee.
2. The appointment of a pounce the week of April 20, 1946. In the Student Club, students will have tickets priced at $2.50.
3. The theme of May Day and King's Days, which will include an of the Student Christian Movement, Colby College, and Bates College, is now open to all members of these organizations.
4. The play was swiftly paced. Student speakers and faculty advisor Mrs. Powers to toast to Coeds. William Simpson; program. A slate of speakers was presented to the President
5. The play was presented an original sketch titled "Jordan-Ramsell: Servant of God," in which William Ramsell, a noted Biblical scholar, author, and speaker, gave an excellent performance as a judge for some of the other collegiate debating teams.
6. The Stu-G and Stu-C leadership conference will be held May 16 at Sabattus Memorial, Bates delegate was Herman Jordan-Ramsell. Bates delegate was Herman Jordan-Ramsell. Bates delegate was Herman Jordan-Ramsell.


**IT AIN’T NECESSARILY SO!**

...when given the opportunity among the best boys and the faculty regarding the cutting of astronomical queues. The club and its causes are of one special interest of cutting examinations and that in request to honor exams. This is a common problem of cutting examinations, the weight of the test is allowed, written permission must be obtained from the referee officer. No mention is made anywhere in the blue book regarding queues, unamsed or otherwise. Furthermore, if the examiner is not satisfied with the student’s results, new exams are set up for the students to take.

When there is an “untainted” rule regarding quit exams, it appears to the students that they are not given to cut an unanomous quit. The professor then has only the right to demand of a student that he get an exam from the exam officer in the absence of the professors.

Unions there is an “untainted” rule regarding quit exams, it appears to the students that they are not given to cut an unanomous quit. The professor then has only the right to demand of a student that he get an exam from the exam officer in the absence of the professors.

The plans for a more democratic, coordinated and repre- sentational system of clubs and boards, which would ade- quate the aims of all campus governments, can be better achieved through the unionism of the students and boards which make up our present organization. The changes in student body and the faculty regarding the cutting of announced or otherwise. Furthermore, if the examiner is not satisfied with the student’s results, new exams are set up for the students to take.
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Vermont, Devens Visit Garcelon. State Sixes Begin On Monday

Bobcats Drop Two On Read As Burling Fails

Blanchard Injuries Ankle At N. H.; Takes It Easy For Rest Of Season

The baseball team received an early summer job on Thursday, May 16, at New Hampshire, as Art Blanchard, who was in the first inning, went down with a severe injury to the ankle. He had previous injuries to the ankle, but did not miss any games because of it. The team is considering having Blanchard give up his position in left field. He is expected to be out in the next two or three weeks.

Two weeks ago, few would have believed that the outstanding baseball player in town would end up on the shelf. However, Blanchard has been hard at work, and is expected to return soon.

Maurice, the former pitcher for the team, is also expected to return soon. He had been working hard and was looking forward to a return to action.

The other three State of Maine teams showed up as formidable opposition. The University of Maine is expected to be strong, with power at the plate, while Bates has a plentiful supply of hitting ability.

The strength of Vermont is an unknown quantity. However, it is believed that Devine will be able to use some ball games and is considered a strong team. Washburn will come out in the opening game and, for a second season of eligibility, will be very effective. He allowed two singles and three doubles. The Vermonters are said to be the team to beat in the state.

Our first encounter with Art Blanchard was in 1944 when he was pitching for the Vermont team. He allowed one hit, but quickly pointed out that baseball is not a game of hit or miss. The facts are that we believe he was at his best. Art has been playing for the New Hampshire team and is expected to improve as the season progresses.

Entering Bath in the fall of 1946, he completed two years before being called up for army service. His major effort was as a manager, and Art attributes his present skill to the baseball career he had in Vermont. He was also a second baseman on the team and by playing second base he was able to contribute in many ways.

In the second testing Thomas almost alwaysea stronger than the team. He has been leading the team in hitting for the past two or three years. The team is expected to do well without Blanchard.

At Medford, Tull and Brown are the leaders, led by Ross Butler who rapped out a home run in his first at bat. The team was held to a 1-0 loss in the game.

In the first inning, the team put up five runs on a sacrifice fly, a single and a walk. The team then scored three runs in the second and third frames before Davis took over and got the final out.
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Cabinet Adopts Elector System, Plans CA Year

A more democratic system for the nomination of Christian Association officers is one of the features of the normal CA cabinet roster held last weekend at Overlook Hall. The reasons for this are sound planning and education.

During the two days of discussion in thrashing out past and present CA program, the joint new and regular business meeting was held in favor of an electoral college system for making up the CA slate for the coming year. This system, proposed by President Nestor Everts, is now being studied in addition to an amendment to the constitution.

Under the new system each member is expected to discuss the candidates for the four offices and to elect four men in each group, the Faith, Pastoral Relations, and Public Witness. Nominating boards will then cast the final ballots on topics in their respective fields.

Plays for Donald L. Stringfellow's Christian Service Commission have been set. Thisatter was voted a leading service in the CA block stock to accommodate a full calendar of events to maintain its position.

Articles new for this year will include the nominations of the new officers in the CA, tending to the faculty and student families, as well as two in the Student Council.

Special committee chairmen in

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

MARY'S CANDY SHOP

231 MAIN ST.

LEWISTON, MAINE

NEW SPORT COATS

ARROW SHIRTS AND NECKWEAR

TEMPLE STATE ROCK COATS

DORRIS AND MALLORY RATS

CRONIN & ROOT

"Soft Good" Clothes

127 Lisbon Street

LEWISTON, MAINE

DRAPER'S BAKERY

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

Opp. Post Office

Tel. 2-6422

49 ASH STREET

YOU MEAN... YOU HAVEN'T TRIED ACIDORIDE?

Why, honey, it's the Perspiration Type Hair Cleanser for Young People!

Laverdier's Drug

"As The Bus Stop"

U. S. Gov't. Surplus

The Surplus Store

56 Main St.

Tel. 2-6422

Lewiston
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